Recurrent neural networks are able to learn complex long-term relationships from sequential data and output a probability density function over the state space. Therefore, recurrent models are a natural choice to address path prediction tasks, where a trained model is used to generate future expectations from past observations. When applied to security applications, like predicting pedestrian paths for risk assessment, a point-wise greedy evaluation of the output pdf is not feasible, since the environment often allows multiple choices. Therefore, a robust risk assessment has to take all options into account, even if they are overall not very likely.
I. INTRODUCTION
A common task in the context of intelligent vehicles is risk assessment, where a risk score is calculated from interpreting a set of possible future paths as generated from a path prediction method. The risk score can e.g. encode the chance of a collision between a pedestrian and a vehicle for some point in the future, where strong prediction capabilities are required in order to enhance the time horizon where a useful prediction is possible. Basing decisions on anticipated pedestrian behavior yields the advantage of earlier decisions, especially in time critical situations. Further, the generation of multi-modal predictions is an essential capability, since environments, like the one depicted in Fig. 1 commonly offer multiple choices, which are not equal likely but in general none of the options is totally unlikely.
In contrast to prediction approaches, taking only the motion state of an object into account, path prediction in dynamic environments can strongly benefit from a complex transition or motion model, capable of capturing motion decisions of pedestrians, including: 1) Long-term dependencies, where decisions are influenced from past motion in a non-linear fashion 2) The inclusion of the scene geometry, e.g. implicitly included in the statistical model ( [1] ) 3) Local interaction with dynamic objects in the scene ( 5) Goal oriented motion, mainly summarized as the intuition of a pedestrian While the intuition of observed pedestrians is hardly measurable, the other components can either be observed or learned from data when using a statistical transition model. A class of flexible statistical models that can be used on varying time scales are recurrent neural networks. For multimodal path prediction, these models can be built, such that a probability density function over the state space is generated.
Approaches dealing with path prediction can roughly be categorized by the targeted type of path prediction, which is goal-directed (what is the most likely path towards a given destination) or undirected path prediction (where will the observed pedestrian be in N time steps). Since the goal location is usually unknown, this paper is mainly concerned with undirected path prediction. While recent undirected path prediction approaches are only concerned with unimodal or example-based multi-hypothesis prediction, multi-modal path prediction is only subject to goal-directed prediction approaches. Towards this end, the goal of this paper is to introduce an undirected, multi-modal path prediction approach based on techniques known from particle filtering.
In the following, a brief summary of related work and the recurrent model used for path prediction are provided (section II). Next, the proposed path prediction approach is presented in section III. The quality of the generated probability distribution is evaluated on different synthetic and real-world conditions (section IV). Section V provides some concluding remarks.
II. BACKGROUND
The path prediction problem has been addressed with a variety of approaches based on dynamic models, like recurrent neural networks (e.g. [2] [3] ) or Markov processes (e.g. [4] ), or on just a single observation (e.g. [1] ). In the case of goaldirected prediction, a policy optimization is performed after processing observations. For undirected predictions, a statetransition model is used to project given information into the future. Further, path prediction can be approached on a local and a global scale. On a global scale, a path taken by a pedestrian is mainly influenced by the intended destination (indicated by observed past positions) and the scene geometry (e.g. [2] [4] ). On a local scale, dynamic obstacles come into play and alter the intended path (e.g. [3] ). There are also hybrid approaches, targeting both scales of path prediction (e.g. [5] ). In the context of risk assessment, global-scale path prediction should be considered for long-term decisions and complemented by local-scale path predictions for short-term decisions, respectively. The latter is especially relevant, as pedestrian interactions may lead to risky situations.
Although being an inference problem, path prediction can also be construed as a sequence generation problem by applying recurrent neural networks (RNNs). One of the main advantages in using RNNs is their capability of processing and generating sequences of variable lengths. While simple RNNs struggle in capturing long-term dependencies, gated memory blocks, like the long short-term memory (LSTM, [6] ) or gated recurrent unit (GRU, [7] ), can be used. Further, when combining the RNN with a mixture density layer (MDL, [8] ), the model can be trained to output a continuous probability distribution. Here, undirected, multi-modal path prediction is based on a LSTM model that is combined with a MDL, due to the flexibility of recurrent models and the probabilistic output.
A. The LSTM-MDL model
The LSTM-MDL model [9] is a recurrent neural network (using LSTM cells 1 ) that is used to parameterize a mixture density output layer (MDL). The model is trained by minimizing the negative log-likelihood loss. Given an input sequence X T = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x T } of T consecutive pedestrian positions along a trajectory, the model generates a, at least K-modal, prediction for the next position x t+1 or position offset δ t at each time step. This prediction of a model M at time t is a K-component Gaussian mixture model (GMM) defined by parameters π k , µ k and Σ k (weight, mean and covariance of the k'th Gaussian):
B. Path Prediction using the LSTM-MDL model
Several approaches base undirected path prediction on this architecture, but are limited to unimodal predictions. For example in [2] [3] , the LSTM-MDL model serves as an egocentric pedestrian motion model and interaction was included in order to improve prediction results. For the 1 It could as well be built using Gated Recurrent Units. purpose of this paper, however, a simpler model is used to reduce necessary amounts of training data and further to reduce side-effects while evaluating the proposed prediction approach. Therefore, the model presented in [10] , which does not regard any context (e.g. neighboring pedestrians or the scenery), is used.
Even though the LSTM-MDL model outputs a probability distribution, the model itself is inherently deterministic. Because of this, the model has to be embedded in an inference scheme that explores the probability distributions generated by the model. Due to the models property of processing each time step in succession, inference needs to follow an iterative approach and prompt new positional distribution from the model in each time step. Further, this structure leads to a series of conditional distributions, which is why global samplers, like Gibbs sampling [8] , cannot be applied.
The approach commonly used to generate predictions using a trained LSTM-MDL model M that generates a GMM p(δ t |x t ) describing the offset distribution to the next position (see (1) ) is as follows (for each time step): 1) Generate p(δ t |x t ) by passing the current position x t through M 2) Transform offset distribution into a positional distribution p(x t+1 |x t ) by adding x t to every µ t k ∈ µ t 3) Sample a positionx t+1 from p(x t+1 |x t ) 4) Usex t+1 in step 1 to generate the next prediction.
Most commonly,x t+1 maximizes p(·|x t ), thus generating a maximum likelihood solution, disregarding less likely paths.
To achieve a multi-modal prediction, the pdf output of the model has to be fed back into it (as opposed to a single position) in order to move forward in time. Further, the LSTM-MDL model expects single positions as input, thus an efficient sample-based approximation of the probability distribution has to be used. This, in turn, may lead to exponential growth in the number of samples and the number of LSTM cell states. In total this leads to complex conditional distributions which are usually intractable in a straightforward way.
C. Particle-based inference on recurrent models
To cope with these problems, a particle-based prediction approach is proposed. Towards this end, common particle filtering algorithms are adapted for usage on top of a LSTM-MDL model. Thereby, different well-established techniques in the area of particle filtering were incorporated and evaluated in terms of applicability and usefulness. Although using a particle-based approach for inference on RNNs is no novelty when looking at state-space models [11] [12] concerned with modeling latent space, there is a fundamental difference between these models and the LSTM-MDL model. While the aforementioned state-space models are themselves stochastic in their latent space and monte carlo simulation is applied in the training phase, the LSTM-MDL model itself is deterministic and turns into a probabilistic model by embedding it into a monte carlo simulation when performing prediction.
D. Problem description
In the following, the goal is to generate a probabilistic prediction for the next N positions {p(x T +1 ), p(x T +2 ), ..., p(x T +N )}, given an observation X T = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x T } of T consecutive pedestrian positions along a trajectory. In order to explore all likely paths the model is aware of, the GMMs p(x t+1 |x t ) have to be fed back into M to progress in time at each time step. As the model requires positions as input, p(x t+1 |x t ) can be represented by a sufficiently large number of samples, which are then passed through M. The distributions p s (x t+2 |x t+1 ) generated by each sample s can then be used to draw the next set of samples and so on. Following this naïve approach, the number of samples increases exponentially with each time step, making this exploration prohibitive in terms of computation time and memory consumption. Additionally, each sample is associated with a separate LSTM cell state, thus the number of states also grows exponentially.
III. PARTICLE-BASED PATH PREDICTION
A more sophisticated approach to approximate a series of distributions using a fixed number of weighted samples is taken in particle filtering [13] . Here, the samples (particles) are updated in each time step considering a simple motion model and frequent measurements. In the process of predicting the positional distribution at time t+n, the motion model could be applied recursively.
On a considerable high level, the particle filtering scheme can be adapted for use in multi-modal path prediction using a LSTM-MDL model as follows.
The LSTM-MDL model serves as the motion model to propagate the set of particles forward in time. When passing P t through M, a set of M GMMs (see (1))
one per particle, is generated. To allow a fixed number of particles, all distributions in G t+1 need to be aggregated into
Here, it is vital that M is an accurate model of various paths, as there are no incoming measurements to correct intermediate predictions. Further, without new measurements, it has to be clarified how to determine the particle weights Ω. This step is of great importance, as the particle weights affect the aggregation of G t+1 . Additionally, due to the fact that the LSTM-MDL model cannot be used to update given particles, the usual particle update step known from the particle filter has to be replaced by completely re-sampling all particles in each time step given p(x t+1 |G t+1 ).
The proposed prediction method is summarized in algorithm 1. The algorithm starts given an observation sequence
.N ] do propagate particles 5:
:
Ω s ← weight particles(P s , p(·|G s )) 9: end for (1)) describes the first predicted positional distribution. From here, the steps described above are performed in a loop to produce the sequence of con-
. It has to be noted, that in step 5, where the offset distribution is transformed, the particle that generated the corresponding distribution has to be used. I.e. p m (x t+1 |p t m ) is obtained from p m (δ t |p t m ) by adding p t m to the mean vectors. Further, new particles inherit the LSTM state from their ancestors.
The following sections break down the algorithms main parts: how to sample particles from a given GMM (section III-A) and how to weight particles (section III-B). The presented strategies are intended to address the particle set degeneration problem common to particle filtering, where all particles collapse into a dense region, thus preventing the exploration of different paths. As it is unclear which strategies will be adequate for the proposed approach, different techniques are investigated.
A. Sampling strategies
The common approach for sampling from a GMM p(x) = K·M k=1 π k N (x|µ k , Σ k ), is to select one of the K · M Gaussian components and then draw a sample from that Gaussian distribution. The strategies described in this section are concerned with the selection (i.e. the index k) of the Gaussian component to sample from. Usually, k is selected by performing a multinomial sampling given the component weights. In particle filtering, there are other commonly used sampling approaches to tackle particle set degeneration. Here, a degenerating particle set results in less likely paths vanishing from the prediction. Prominent examples are systematic [14] and stratified [15] sampling. Due to their similar impact on the sampling results [16] , only stratified sampling is described and evaluated in the remainder of this paper. a) Multinomial sampling: When using a multinomial sampling approach, the Gaussian component to sample from is determined by drawing k from a multinomial distribution, where each k ∈ [1..(K · M )] is one possible outcome and each k is drawn with probability π k . Having chosen k, a sample is drawn from N (µ k , Σ k ). This is repeated M times. b) Stratified sampling: While multinomial sampling may lead to only few of the K · M components being selected when drawing multiple samples in succession (due to small weights on some components), stratified sampling aims at drawing k more uniformly from the weights π k . In theory, this leads to less probable components being chosen more frequently. This is achieved by first calculating the cumulative sum of the weights π k . Then, the sum is subdivided into C equally sized bins. Here, C = M is the number of samples to be drawn. Each of these sections refers to one or more values for k. Lastly, for each section a component k is chosen, such that k = l k + u, where u ∼ U([0, 1]) and l k and r k are the values of the left and right border of the k'th bin. As before, samples are drawn from the corresponding Gaussian components.
B. Particle weighting
According to common particle filtering, a weight needs to be assigned to each particle. Here, these weights determine how G t is combined into a single GMM p(·|G t ) (cf. (3)). When assigning no weight to the particles, all GMMs p m (·|p t−1 m ) ∈ G t will be combined equally-weighted, thus
As a consequence, there are more particles in regions of high probability, leading to an indirect weighting. By assigning different weights to the particles, the probability density of different regions in p(·|G t ) can be increased or decreased to some degree. Thus, more emphasis can be put on the largest mode in the distribution, eventually leveling out secondary peaks. Conversely weak regions can be pushed in order to prevent a collapse onto a single peak. Pushing weak regions might help in exploring less likely paths. In the following, several weighting strategies are presented. The first strategy, density value weighting, yields a straightforward way to assign a weight to each particle by using p(·|G t ) (cf. (3)). The strategies temperature weighting and interpolation weighting can be used to shift the weight distribution achieved by density value weighting. Depending on the parameters, these strategies are intended to force exploration of less likely paths. a) Density value weighting: A straightforward way of weighting the particles is to apply the pdf p(·|G t ) (cf. (3)) that was used to produce the particle set, by passing each particle p t m through it ω t m = p(p t m |G t ).
Following that, the set of weights Ω t has to be normalized, to conform M m=1 ω m = 1.
b) Temperature weighting: First, the particle weights are determined using density value weighting. After that, the weight distribution is shifted by applying the transformation
The parameter τ is referred to as the temperature. For τ → 0, the new weights Ω t temp are shifted towards the strongest component, while for τ → ∞, Ω t temp approaches an uniform distribution. This transformation is a slight variation of the temperature softmax, sometimes used in reinforcement learning [17] . It deviates from the original formula in that the natural logarithm is applied to each ω t m . This variation adds the identity transformation Ω t temp = Ω t for τ = 1. c) Interpolation weighting: Temperature weighting allows to put more emphasis on the largest weights or to approach an uniform distribution. Interpolation weighting allows to put more emphasis on smaller weights as well. This is achieved by linearly interpolating each weight ω t m for m ∈ [1..M ] using an interpolation factor κ:
Again, the set of weights has to be re-normalized. Using this approach, κ = 0 does not change the weights, κ = 0.5 results in an uniform distribution and κ ∈ (0.5, 1] puts more emphasis on smaller weights. For κ ∈ (0, 0.5), this approach yields results similar to temperature weighting when τ → ∞. The motivation to strengthen less probable components is to help paths that may be highly probable in later time steps to survive early stages of the prediction. Still, from the initial set of particles, there are more particles from high probability regions than there are from low probability regions, thus the most relevant paths are not lost, even with κ = 1. These weights only affect how single GMMs are combined and not individual component weights, thus there is no risk that components with weights close to 0 are enhanced.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
This section shows a quantitative (IV-B) and a qualitative (IV-C) evaluation for the proposed approach. Both evaluations are concerned with verifying the overall viability of the approach in different situations given different sets of parameters. Assuming that the LSTM-MDL model is capable of modeling all relevant paths in the training data [10] , the quantitative evaluation is concerned with the difference between the probability distribution generated by the predictor using different configurations and the true distribution as provided by the training data. A set of synthetic test conditions is used in order to reduce the number of factors that might cause the predictor to bias into a certain path or direction and to allow for a more systematic evaluation. In the qualitative evaluation part, the performance of the best (in terms of the quantitative evaluation) predictor is shown on real-world scenes. 
A. Implementation details
The LSTM-MDL model and the prediction algorithm have been implemented using tensorflow. The implementation strongly utilizes vectorized calculations performed on the GPU, which come at the cost of higher memory consumption, thus limiting the maximum number of particles for the prediction. On the test system (Intel Core i7-5930K, 32GB RAM, Nvidia Titan X), the number of particles is capped at 5000. For the quantitative evaluation, each prediction has been performed 10 times and particles have been aggregated to a total number of 50000 particles per prediction.
B. Quantitative results
For the quantitative evaluation, several variations of noisy trajectories along a t-shaped junction have been generated synthetically. A t-shape can be considered as a prototypical decision scenario that is resembled in various forms in the real world (e.g. see Fig. 5 ). Test conditions are designed to provide different difficulties, with respect to such decision points. The test conditions are as follows: 1) tmaze (cf. Fig. 2-1) : Observations prior to the junction yield no information about which side to choose. The predictor is expected to generate a prediction evenly distributed to both sides. 2) tmaze-heavy-left ( Fig. 2-1 ): Similar to tmaze, but the prediction to the left side should have higher weight (i.e. more particles should be located on the left side). 3) tmaze-dirbias ( Fig. 2-2) : Observations prior to the junction yield strong information about which side to choose, as the movement direction clearly indicates it. Given the LSTM-MDL has captured this property in the training phase, the predictor should generate paths which are clearly biased to one side. 4) tmaze-posbias-gap ( Fig. 2-3 ): Similar to tmaze-dirbias there is strong information about which side to choose in observations prior to the junction. Here, the absolute positioning of the observations indicate where to go.
The gap between both directions should help the model to distinguish between the to classes. 5) tmaze-posbias-nogap ( Fig. 2-4 ): Similar to tmazeposbias-gap, but there is no gap between both classes.
That way, the model will start to mix predictions towards both sides when looking at observations located towards the center. With respect to the distribution of particles to either side, it should shift from one side to the other when looking at trajectories ranging from left to right.
The biased test conditions resemble real world situations, where the decision on where to go at a junction can be indicated by the positioning and the movement direction. Further, a t-shape was chosen as it provides a case where maximum likelihood predictors fail because it provides two possible outcomes, yet it is simple enough to ensure the reliability of the LSTM-MDL model. a) Parameter configurations: For the prediction algorithm, a fixed set of parameter configurations is evaluated. Here, multinomial and stratified sampling strategies are tested. Considering the weighting strategies, the following configurations are used: 1) Unweighted (equal weights) 2) Density value weighting 3) Temperature weighting with τ ∈ {0.01, 1000} 4) Interpolation weighting with κ ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1} The parameters of temperature and interpolation weighting were chosen to cover a wide range of possible transformations with each strategy. Combining the sampling and weighting strategies, yields a total of 16 configurations.
b) Setup and Metric: In the following, the N -step prediction P s (cf. algorithm 1) given an observed trajectory fraction is evaluated. For this, 50 trajectories are chosen from each synthetic test condition, such that their starting positions are evenly distributed from left to right.
For measuring the prediction quality, the distance between the particle distribution P s and the expected distribution D ex is used. D ex is obtained by selecting the endpoints of trajectories starting closely to the observed trajectory. For P s , the first 15 positions are observed for each evaluation trajectory and the remaining N positions are predicted (usually N ∈ [50, 60]). As P s and D ex are both sets of points, the distance is measured by calculating the euclidean distance between the corresponding centroids (average of all points):
c) Comparison of configurations: In a first step, the performance of different predictor configurations is compared. Therefore, the centroid error for all test conditions and respective trajectories is averaged for each configuration (mean centroid error, MCE). Additionally, the outlier ratio is calculated. Here, the outlier ratio is the fraction of particles that are not within the bounds of all trajectory endpoints on the left or right side. For calculating the MCE, outlier particles were disregarded. The results are summarized in table I.
It can be seen that not weighting the particles and using a multinomial sampling strategy performed best and density value weighting with stratified sampling performed worst. Further, regardless of the sampling strategy, configurations using density value or temperature (with small τ ) weighting perform significantly worse than other configurations. Also, the standard deviation of the results is much higher. These configurations perform slightly better w.r.t. the outlier ratio. d) Unbiased test conditions: Following this, the cause for the discrepancy between configurations and the high standard deviation of worse configurations is examined. Due to the similarities between configurations of either group, only unweighted multinomial (best performance) and density stratified (worst performance) are considered in the following. While both configurations mostly work as expected on the biased test conditions, results differ on the unbiased test conditions. Due to similar results for tmaze and tmaze-heavy-left, this evaluation is restricted to the tmaze test condition. Fig. 3 shows the prediction results for 3 trajectories (starting from the left, center and right of the starting region) for the unweighted multinomial (top) and the density stratified (bottom) configurations. Here, the orange circles represent the prediction set P s , the blue circles the ground truth D ex and the stars the respective centroids. The unweighted multinomial approach manages to predict both expected endpoint regions, but also causes the particles to spread more, which is the cause for a slightly higher outlier ratio. A more important aspect visible in this figure, is that the particle set of the density stratified configuration collapses in a dense set of particles, which often times leads to the prediction of only one of the two possible directions. This particle set degeneration is the cause for higher centroid errors and an increased standard deviation. e) Distribution of particles: Another interesting aspect exclusive to the tmaze(-heavy-left) and gap conditions is the ratio of particles located in the left and right region for the 50 selected trajectories. This ratio can be expressed as the fraction of particles predicted to be inside the left endpoint region (disregarding outliers). Considering tmaze and tmazeheavy-left, this fraction is expected to be 0.5 and 0.66 on average for each of the 50 trajectories. Here, the fractions generated by the unweighted multinomial predictor are very close to the expected values, with average values of 0.54 and 0.65. Fig. 4 depicts the fraction of particles for each of the 50 trajectories selected from the gap test conditions. For tmaze-posbias-gap, a jump from a fraction of 1 to 0 is expected when passing the trajectories closest to the center of the starting region, as indicated by the ground truth (blue). As for tmaze-posbias-nogap, a smooth transition from 1 to 0 is expected when passing the center-located trajectories. In general, the unweighted multinomial configuration manages to get close to these fractions (yellow). Although the transition in tmaze-posbias-nogap is not as smooth as desired, particles are still distributed to both sides for observations close to the center. 
f) Conclusions:
The experiments show that configurations using density value or temperature (with small τ ) weighting suffer from particle set degeneration. Although unsuitable for multi-modal path prediction, these configurations could be used for unimodal predictions. These configurations, put strong emphasize on high weighted particles, thus a maximum likelihood prediction could be approximated.
As intended, given proper parameterization, the proposed sampling and weighting strategies enforce exploration of all paths known by the model. Yet surprisingly, the simplest approach, calculating no weight and using a multinomial sampling approach, is on par with these configurations. A possible explanation is that the LSTM-MDL model was reliable enough to properly capture motions seen in the training data. Thus, the distribution output by M does not need to be manipulated artificially to put more emphasize on less likely modes.
C. Qualitative results
In this section, the performance of the unweighted multinomial configuration is shown on different real-world scenes. For this, it is emphasized to use only datasets, that include at least one junction, thus leading to multiple hypotheses for future progressions of an observed trajectory. Like this, scenarios are considered, where maximum likelihood predictors would fail because of their inability to generate multiple hypotheses. This excludes popular datasets like ETH [18] or UCY [19] . Instead, two scenes, taken from the Stanford Drone Dataset [20] , are used: hyang and deathcircle. In order to increase the amount of training data, the combined hyang dataset only containing pedestrian trajectories, as provided by [10] , was used. Likewise, available video annotations for deathcircle were combined into a single dataset by mapping image coordinates into a common reference frame using a homography projection calculated from 4 manually selected pixels, using the video's reference images. It has to be noted, that although there are many pedestrians in the combined deathcircle dataset, biker trajectories were used, as these follow the roads and the roundabout, leading to visually more inspectable results. Further, as pedestrian interactions are rather short-termed events leading to small deviations from an intended path, these only have a limited influence on the trajectories on the regarded larger time scale. Thus, this dataset can be used for evaluation, even with the LSTM-MDL model disregarding such interactions. a) Prediction results: Exemplary prediction results are depicted in Fig. 5 and 6 . Here, the trajectory to be observed and predicted is illustrated in cyan (solid: observation, dashed: ground truth) and the prediction is illustrated as a heatmap calculated from the propagated particles. Two exemplary trajectories are shown for hyang ( Fig. 5-1 and 5-2), where the first trajectory has been observed just before the junction and the second trajectory until it is extended into the junction. Here, the predictor produces a prediction going straight over the junction and one heading towards the right side of the scene. A prediction towards the left side is disregarded in this case due to the positioning of the observation close to the right edge of the pathway. When the trajectory is observed for a longer period of time, the predictor disregards the prediction torwards the left or right side, and indicates that the trajectory is most likely to go downwards and eventually on the stairway. Similar behavior can be observed for deathcircle, where the predictor considers the correct paths to progress along. In all cases, the ground truth lies within the predicted distribution. b) Erroneous prediction results: As stated in section III, the quality of the prediction also relies on the capabilities of the trained LSTM-MDL model. Therefore, inaccuracies of the model are reproduced by the predictor, occasionally resulting in the generation of artifacts or missing predictions as depicted in Fig. 6 . Looking at the prediction for a trajectory taken from hyang (left) starting at the top, correct predictions (straight over the junction and towards the left side), but also a significant artifact (moving onto the grass) are produced. As this artifact is located between the two correct paths, it most likely started as an outlier, hence entering a state, where less data was observed. In such cases, the LSTM-MDL model presumably interpolates known motions, which results in a drift producing the artifact. Besides this, when comparing this prediction to the prediction in Fig. 5-1 , the previously indicated influence of the positioning of the observation on the prediction result is visible. Here, the trajectory is located closer to the center of the pathway, making a prediction to the left side of the scene a viable option. Due to the trajectory slightly heading towards the left side in the observation, a prediction to the right side is disregarded.
The right image in Fig. 6 shows a prediction containing artifacts for deathcircle. Here, supposedly due to drifting, some particles are spread over the building in the bottom right portion of the scene. Besides these artifacts, the predictor didn't identify the first exit of the roundabout as a possible progression for the trajectory. This most likely stems from the fact, that only few trajectories in the training dataset actually take this route, making it statistically less relevant. Also, in the last steps of the observation, the trajectory is very close to the center of the roundabout. This may indicate that the trajectory is going straight or wrapping around the roundabout.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, an approach to enable LSTM-MDL models to perform multi-modal pedestrian path prediction based on modified particle filter methods has been presented. As this predictor can be stacked on top of any recurrent model with an MDL output layer, it could also be applied in different contexts. In the experimental section, different predictor configurations have been tested using synthetic test conditions, in order to identify the best configurations to use. These experiments show the counter-intuitive result of the simplest configuration being the best performing. For this configuration, prediction results have been evaluated on different real-world scenes, concluding that the predictor is capable of producing plausible hypothesis on future paths.
Given the multi-modal prediction generated by the proposed approach, future works can elaborate on determining a global solution of a maximum likelihood prediction, which is different from a greedy solution in some cases. Further, the prediction approach will be applied to more complex LSTM-MDL models which incorporate pedestrian interaction or local scene context.
